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Whether TV owners watch movies, play video games, or check out other programming, sound quality enhances the
viewing experience. All eleven in-wall loudspeaker models include square grilles to provide a perfe Piano black or
mahogany finish. Both finishes are suitable and on par with a speaker in the F12s' price class, but there is not much by
way of garnish to dress up their otherwise plain appearance. The transducers feature cast aluminum fr S30 in great
condition. The cone design, cabinetry, finish, sound separation, true reprod I bought these from lightly used user 2 years
ago. Latest Floorstanding Speaker Reviews Nov See each listing for international shipping options and costs. For the
finishing touch, frame-less grilles attach magnetically giving the loudspeaker an elegant, yet unobtrusive look. Around
back, the F12 has a flared bass port resting just above its rather pedestrian bi-wire binding posts. The stand is the same
shape as the actual speaker, and also made of aluminum.Jul 23, - That impression of value was not dispelled when the
Concerta F12s arrived at my house. First, the F12 is a big speaker, and in many ways seems a low-cost parallel to
Revel's venerable Ultima Studio. It sports a small dome tweeter, an inverted-dome midrange of exotic material, an
Organic Ceramic. Whether the principal loudspeakers in a stereo music system, or the main left and right loudspeakers
in a multichannel surround system, the Concerta F12 serves "F12 loudspeakers are ideally suited as main speakers in
stereo system setups or as the front speakers in a multichannel surround home theater installation. Specifications F12
Towers (L/R) Drivers: dual 8" OCC woofers 5" OCC midrange, 1" OCC tweeter Frequency response (in room):
33HzkHz (+/-1dB) Recommended amplifier power: W Sensitivity: dB (V@1m) Nominal impedance: 6? Crossover
frequencies: Hz, kHz ("high-order" slopes) Dimensions. Revel S12 pr. On-Wall Surround Speakers - bipolar. $ Buy It
Now. T he Concerta S12 will perform brilliantly in any multichannel audio system, but just how it performs will depend
on where you place it and what you ask of it. A two-way system with dual woofers and d. Dec 30, - The Concerta F12 is
one of the smallest first generation Revel speakers. Revel Concerta F12 Floorstanding Loudspeakers Reviewed the F12s'
visual presence for a minute, your grand and some gets you probably one of the starker or even, dare I say, more
boring-looking speakers money can buy. Audiolab does not Mail-order Revel Loudspeakers, the purchase option is
purely for customers within our 60 mile delivery radius. Please visit the Revel website for your local dealer. If you have
no local dealer call us at to see if we can help. The M12 monitor loudspeaker delivers outstanding timbrel accuracy. The
Concerta F12 is one of the smallest first generation Revel speakers. Offered at a budget price but with the same upper
end as the larger models in the Concerta. Given these speakers' higher price, it was never within my means to even
consider buying them. It was probably in response to consumers such as myself that Revel decided to introduce the
Concerta series, which is the company's attempt to bring the same design principles employed in its more expensive
offerings to. Aug 24, - If you judge value by just how much cabinet you get for your money, this is your system. The
Revel uses big speakers, and needs loads of room to function at its best. Consider that the F12 fronts sound best well out
from any wall, and you won't be surprised to find that optimal results are had in a room that. Jun 28, - Revel is a US
loudspeaker specialist that started out in the mids. It's part of the giant Harman conglomerate, alongside the rather
better-known and longer-established JBL brand, giving it access to Harman's impressive research facility in Northridge,
California, even though the company itself is based.
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